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Abstract
An interdisciplinary analysis of the social context reveals the signs of digital revolution, meant as redefinition of the Western culture paradigm. This change involves educative context and, particularly, didactic methodologies, learning strategies, educative communication and didactic tools. www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it is a digital learning environment for history teaching in middle schools, realized for the MediaEvo project by ERID Lab, a research laboratory of University of Foggia. The quoted environment was tested in four middle school classes using a constructivist didactic methodology, Problem based Learning. The selected methodology promotes team working, learning goals personalization, development of problem solving skills and enables an integration of new technologies in the didactic practices. What are the interactions generated in a digital learning environment between students and teachers and among students? What are the students’ guidelines to design a digital learning environment? The present research points out the reflections about interactions and competences of students in the didactic context described above through the use of questionnaires among students and data analysis obtained by the observation of the didactic experience.
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1. Digital revolution and didactic strategies

Rethinking process of traditional textbooks is more and more present in the reflections on didactics and school innovation at international level.

Digital or mixed textbooks are mandatory since the school year 2011-2012, according to the Italian Law (30 October 2008, n. 169; 6 August 2008, n. 133); pedagogical and technological features of new textbooks are defined by the Ministerial Decree n. 41/2009.

Schoolbooks should be «scientifically accurate», «up-to-date», they should promote «autonomous activities for students» and include a glossary and in-depth resources. Their technology should be compatible with the commoner softwares and hardwares, they should allow dynamic lectures and network usage to upload integrative services and news (Vincelli, 2011).

The introduction of digital textbooks is changing publishing industry. The 2012 report on the situation of Italian publishing industry by the AIE, “Associazione Italiana Editori” (Italian Association of Publishers) states that the supply of e-books increased to 31,416 volumes until May, compared to 1,619 in December 2009. E-books reading and purchasing doubled. It is interesting to consider the quantitative framework of registered changes, even if the term “e-book” is not unequivocal and does not refer to textbooks only.

Textbooks production involves a considerable number of actors: publishers, authors, computer technicians, final users (teachers and students), therefore its implementation in everyday teaching practices is slow when compared to normative choices and educational needs of young generations, that are the result of an international change.

This transformation depends on a «phenomenon of the second digital revolution taking place in the education world: the change in socio-economic and communication contexts (Ferri 1998, 2004) which characterized the transition of advanced capitalist societies from the post-industrial (Bell 1973) to the informational model.» (Ferri, 2011, p.102)

Since 90s, the scholars from the New London Group (1996) have promoted a new Pedagogy, a Pedagogy for Multiliteracies that considers learning a practice strongly related to social and informal experiences (Kalantzis & Cope, 2012). In the educational field, the changes in social and cultural communication, caused by the introduction of digital tools, are converted to the choice of new forms of educative communication and storytelling, innovative didactic strategies, different learning styles.

Based on these premises, teaching tools are not simply transformed to cultural artifacts (as described by Vygotsky), but frequently to learning environments (see Cattaneo, 2010).

Textbooks remain the favourite instrument for didactic communication (Anichini, 2006; Vincelli, 2011) but, in the international complex scenario described, we need to study and update its features to make them effective for the learning strategies of new generations.

We can define two main digital production methods of publishing content (Limone, 2011; 2012a; 2012b):

- Industrial model. The digital books for school activities are produced by authors and publishers; they can be easy pdf or ePub files, but also excellent transmedia environments that match the textbook with students and teachers communities and interactive online activities. In this more complex form, they can include contents that cannot be part of a printed textbook: videos, 3D objects, virtual games, online questionnaires, continuously updated contents thanks to the “perpetual beta” status of software and digital tools. (Moriello, 2009, p. 10).

- Self publishing. Web 2.0 tools are significantly employed in several didactic contexts: blog, wiki, interactive maps (Petrucco, 2010); the interactive multimedia board literally came into classrooms; several educational projects were developed using teamwork and digital technologies (Parmigiani, 2009). According to the vision of the user generated content
(Cattaneo & Rivoltella, 2010), every user can become a knowledge and learning objects producer by simple authoring tools and open source softwares.

The grassroots participation moves forward self publishing events which are becoming popular for ethical and economic reasons and are involving the world of education to produce printed textbook (see “Book in progress” project), but also multimedia products, videogames, class blog that partially replace the institutional textbooks edited by publishing houses. Teachers increase their energy and tasks with respect to the possibility to customize content, language and textual forms while costs for families are significantly lowered.

The finalized digital textbook is a digital learning environment, www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it, and represents a third proposal of digital publishing production which exceeds the distinction between self publishing and industrial model and involves the academy as a link between school and industrial publishing (Lime, 2012a; 2012b).

2. www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it: a prototype of digital learning environment

The ERID (Educational Research & Interaction Design) Laboratory research team at the University of Foggia designed and realized a digital learning environment: www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it during the MediaEvo project financed by European and Apulia Region Funds for the three-year period 2007-2010 in order to realize a multichannel platform for the edutainment of Medieval History.

Starting from the content of school educational program, the project developed a complex and integrated system prototype that puts together the formal and informal contexts through the use of multimedia contents and transmedia architecture of teaching actions (Figure 1): transmedia refers to the ability of distributing and rebuilding the educational narrative across different media (Jenkins, 2007; Rodriguez Illera, 2012).

![Figure 1. Transmedia architecture of MediaEvo project. (Lime, 2012a, p.133, our translation)](image)

The website (Figure 2), planned through the MUST participatory design model (Kensing, Simonsen & Bodker, 1996; Kensing, Sigurdardottir & Stop, 2007) is largely described in previous works by Pierpaolo Lime (2011; 2012a; 2012b) and Rosaria Pace (2012; Pace & Demarco, 2012). www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it collects texts, links, images, videos,

---
1 The learning environment in the quoted papers and volumes (Lime, 2011; 2012a; 2012b; Pace, 2012; Pace & Demarco, 2012) at www.coloredellastoria.it; is currently available at www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it.
interactive exercises; it provides access to area univocally dedicated to students or teachers; besides several discipline contents, it uses the Web 2.0 communication tools, such as a blog and a community where students can share ideas and abilities, update contents, informally communicate after school time.

Table 1 describes the website contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>CONTENTS AND TARGETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I secoli della rinascita (The Age of Rebirth)</td>
<td>Digital and hypertext version of printed textbook enriched with multimedral synthesis, conceptual maps, navigable charts and exercises for each chapter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studentario (Students area)</td>
<td>Video-lectures, in-depth links, tridimensional reconstructions of medieval daily objects, forms, games and free time resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Social networking area that allows communication among users, multimedia resources publishing and sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>Area for collaborative writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area docenti (Teachers area)</td>
<td>In-depth resources, didactic materials, methodology sheets, classroom or home assessment exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medioevo nelle arti (Medieval Arts)</td>
<td>Reviews, didactic sheets and multimedia insights about Medieval literature, cinema and theater.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1. Categories, contents and targets of the web portal www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it. (Limone, 2012a, p. 128, our translation)
3. The experimentation: digital environments and constructivist didactic methodologies

A learning environment (such as the described one) changes the didactic setting, methodologies, communication among teachers and students, and further students learning behaviors.

What are the didactic methodology features which allow the simultaneous utilization of a digital learning environment as www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it? What are the interactions generated in an online students environment? And between teachers and students? What are the students main strength points to design a digital learning environment effective for knowledge acquisition and for the participation to the current digital democracy?

100 students from 4 middle school first-year classes were enrolled in an experimentation: two classes completed the activities, while these are in progress for the other two.

This experimental activity aims to verify the ideal features of a didactic method when used simultaneously with a digital environment for Medieval History teaching; the analysis wants to identify mechanisms and interactions generated by this didactic situation and to provide guidelines for a participatory design of online learning environments.

As stated by Rosaria Pace (2012), “Colore della storia” is a constructivist digital environment featured by «community dialogue spaces; a link to the out-of-school time learning; a focus on didactic “deeds”; a negotiation of goals and processes; a reflection on methods and reasons, not only the contents for assessment; a reading of different languages; writing and producing; possible interpretations, not solutions; autonomous cooperation and a students’ opportunity to explore and not just "to attend" the lesson; making mistakes, and not merely getting a bad note» (ivi, p. 176, our translation).

Constructivist didactic methodologies are defined by this statement and a literature survey as the most comparable with digital books, since they in the same ways try to develop collaborative processes in team activities that lead to co-construction of knowledge, enhance motivation and self-directed study.

In particular, the choice has fallen on Problem based Learning (PBL), a student centered methodology introduced since 60s in the Canadian Faculties of Medicine by a physician, dr. Howard Barrows.

This methodology, currently widespread all over the world and in all levels of education (Lotti, 2005), is based on problem solving through its process analysis in a peer group. Compared to realistic problems, students perform problem solving activities, they set autonomously learning goals, search for materials and are motivated to learn by teamwork (Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980; Schmidt, 1983).

Timing of activities in PBL allows the introduction of digital tools in didactic actions; for this reason, PBL was selected for this experimentation between the constructivist didactic methodologies analyzed. In fact, in PBL there are two sessions: in the first one, the tutor asks students to analyze a problem, to explain unclear terms, to define the problem, to identify, outline and prioritize hypotheses to solve it. In a perspective of self-directed learning, students define learning goals as «arguments, data and concepts to search out of the group, through individual study, in order to explain and solve problems. Students state what they are going to look for and what bibliographic or informative sources they will use» (Lotti, 2005, our translation). In the second session, students share the collected information, describing a possible framework to solve the problem.

There is a period of individual study between the sessions (from 3-4 days to 2 weeks), when it is possible to introduce the online activities related to the digital learning environment.
Other than didactic reflections, the experimentation adds considerations about participatory design of digital environment for learning through the use of didactic methodology identified as a design methodology. As stated in *Projects Method* by Kilpatrick, if the cognitive process begins with action, teaching should deal with the design; between the different projects, the author identifies the ones that start from a problem and drive students to invention and discovery, as in the PBL (Bottero, 2007, p.140).

Table 2 schematizes experimentation activities: the first three meetings are focused on history contents; the fourth one is centered on design of digital book as learning environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEETING</th>
<th>HOURS</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | 2     | Introduction to the activities  
Ex ante questionnaire  
Split into groups of 5-8 students  
Start of the first problem “La lettera di Ascanio” (Ascanio’s letter)  
(Theme: agricultural innovations)  
Search on www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it |
| 2       | 2     | End of the first problem  
Start of the second problem “The economist”  
(Theme: urbanism and trade)  
Search on www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it |
| 3       | 2     | End of the second problem  
Start of the third problem “Indovina, indovinello” (Guessing game)  
(Theme: Maritime republics)  
Search on www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it |
| 4       | 2     | End of the third problem  
Start of the last problem “A lavoro per mamma” (Working for mom)  
(Theme: digital book)  
Discussion and team work  
End of last problem  
Ex post questionnaire |

Table 2. Experimentation activities.

Students split into groups of 6-8 members, choose a moderator and a secretary, as required by the proposed method, and analyze problems using the scheme in Figure 3, adapted from Ann Lambros (2002).

![Figure 3](image-url)

*Figure 3.* Scheme for problem analysis in PBL (adapted from Lambros, 2002, p. 8)
According to 7 steps of PBL (Schmidt, 1983), the Ann Lambros scheme (2002) simplifies the phases of problem analysis for students’ use. Middle school students, as stated by the researcher, have «more and more independence from adults, they appreciate the opportunity to work things out for themselves. These students are developmentally ready not just to access new information but also to determinate its relevance and to apply it.» (ivi, p.48)

4. Results

In the questionnaire administered at the beginning of the activity, half of the students involved in the first phase of the experimentation claim to have a facebook or other social network account, and mainly use it to chat with friends, to upload photos and videos, to comment posts, to play games and to challenge friends in online applications. 50 on 52 students use internet to study. In particular, as shown in Graph 1, students perform internet search (48), read experts’ opinions about discipline topics (26), perform simulations or educational games (23), watch videos to clear their ideas (19).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Students number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>read experts’ opinions</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send emails to teachers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share opinions to solve problems</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perform simulations and educational games</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watch videos</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perform researches</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Graph 1.** Online activities of students enrolled in the first phase of the experimentation

Only one of two classes uses digital communication tools for learning at school. During the first meeting, students received group credentials to access the portal. This choice, suggested by the importance to create a group identity and by the need to speed up the registration process for first access to the portal, constituted a difficulty in the communication platform. The groups customized their profiles by inserting an image, but not all students felt so much involved to operate in the community and to write personal messages. However, some students decided to create a personal account on the portal; 44 on 52 students connected to the portal for the researches related to problems solving at home too. During the experience, students easily discussed about browser, tag, homepage, multimedia materials. The collaborative climate developed in the classes through the use of Problem Based Learning let students share information about the access and navigation modalities of the materials available online. Graph 2 shows the preferred students’ resources among those in the portal.
Graph 2. Students’ use of digital resources available on “Colore della storia”.

As shown in the graph, the most used resources are the digital version of history book, in-depth documents, community and, finally, videos and links. Students enjoyed the opportunity to work in teams, to solve problems, to identify themselves in historical characters, to learn in a fun and innovative way and, last but not least, they appreciated the possibility to use network, portal and multimedia for learning.

Students in fact took an active part at the last session of the experimentation dedicated to the design of an online space for history teaching; as observed before, during the meeting the PBL was used as a design methodology and not as a teaching methodology.

After the problem analysis through the scheme proposed in the previous paragraph, students were asked to implement an innovative digital solution to teach history at school, starting from 4 tasks:
- to introduce a list of contents into the portal (topics and types);
- to integrate a list of innovative applications in the portal;
- to design the homepage;
- to advertise a slogan for the project.

Table 3 shows some of the most interesting results obtained from data analysis of the works realized by pupils.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTENTS (TOPICS AND TYPES)</th>
<th>INNOVATIVE APPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>medieval music, documents, sport, clothing, religion, art pieces; movies; interactive images; exercises; games; information on daily life, economic activities, historical characters; poems; recipes; comics; 3D museums and statues; aphorisms on famous historical figures; jokes; nursery rhymes; extinct animals; medieval buildings still present; timelines; maps; creative activities; news and events; content to download; support page link.</td>
<td>online auction; animations where historical characters tell events and lead users to the website navigation; virtual museum; virtual reality where users design their own city, create statues, perform the role of medieval characters and live historical adventures; voice command; online souvenir shops; history magazine; webcam communication with students from foreign countries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SLOGAN (in brackets the original version)

Entry history village (Entra nel villaggio della storia)
Funny history, wise student (Storia divertente, bambino sapiente)
If you want to learn history, come and study with us on the website (Se la storia vuoi imparare, vieni con noi nel sito a studiare)
History according history (La storia secondo la storia)
Learn history together with us (Conosci la storia insieme a noi)
Learn new things (Scoprire cose nuove)
The history is funny (The history is funny)
If you want to learn on our website you have to search (Se vuoi imparare sul nostro sito devi cercare)
The history web: history explained for you (The history web: la storia spiegata per te).

Table 3. Results of the meeting dedicated to the design of a digital learning environment

In the graphic design of the homepage, pupils demonstrated that they know how to balance the spaces of the page, alternating images to written texts.
They proposed some of the most traditional layouts (for example by placing the main menu on the left), or innovative solutions such as a homepage with central images and videos. In most groups the homepage contains the login box, the search engine, the support page link.

In conclusion, we present a final observation on the logistical aspects of the activities. For both classes, group activities of PBL were carried out in the classroom; on the contrary, the research on the portal in the computer lab. This means the activities were always “interrupted” to allow the shift of classes from one environment to another. Equipment and internet connection proved to be adequate and accessible in one of the two schools, thus students accessed the lab with the teachers even out of the experimentation time; in the other school, access to the computer lab and secondly to the network was difficult: tools and materials of the portal www.coloredellastoria.unifg.it were only available through the interactive blackboard because of a very slow connection.

If technologies integration in training courses can take place only when the accessibility is guaranteed (Technology in Schools Task Force, 2002 in Messina, 2012, p. 65) we urgently need to pay attention and solve situations like the one described, which are common to many schools in our area.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

This experimentation is still in progress. The two new classes involved (44 pupils) will use the same timing of Table 2, but with a different access to the portal. Students will receive personal credentials to login instead of group credentials, in order to verify the personal participation and not the group participation to the proposed online activities.

At the end of this second phase, the reflections resulting from students’ activities and their own proposals will let formulate guidelines for the design of digital learning environments, which will contain observations on didactic and design methodologies, analysis tools, ideas on the new role of students and on teachers training.

The results obtained, however, allow us to consider the following issues:

- Students demonstrate a good management of media languages and fine abilities to organize self directed study;
- The ability to work in teams solving real problems motivates students and makes them active protagonists of educational activities;
- Students have a clear idea on the graphic rules for the construction of an online portal, they know digital tools and are able to imagine future scenarios for the evolution of
online learning, even though they never attended training courses on the design issues of web environments;

- Teaching actions require time, space and logistics that do not fully fit in the present organization of daily school-life;
- For the new generations, access to digital tools such as computers, tablets, smartphones, is set free from the technical experience hidden behind the most complex available communication objects;
- It is shown the need for teachers training in order to use innovative teaching methods and digital learning environments because, despite the promotion of digital books use by Italian law, their implementation in daily school-life involves training of trainers.

Idit Harel (2002 in Ferri & Marinelli, 2009) states it is necessary to add three X to the three R for students training (Reading, wRiting, aRitmetic):

- «Xploration: the ability of a selective search for information in order to be principal actors in personal learning;
- eXpression: the ability to use digital media to represent and communicate knowledge and ideas;
- Exchange: the ability to ask questions, share ideas and work in team» (ivi, p. 23, our translation).

The first step to translate into reality the warning of Idit Harel are represented by the integration of digital technologies in classrooms, experimentations carried out with the digital language, group activities, protagonism of the youngsters.
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